FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Marina Bay Sands welcomes Korean
stars of KBS drama Spy Myung Wol
Singapore (15 June 2011) - Marina Bay Sands, Asia’s leading destination for entertainment,
shopping and business, welcomes Korean stars Eric Mun, Han Ye-Seul, Jang Hee Jin and Lee
Jin Uk to its property for the highly anticipated KBS drama, Spy Myung Wol.
The romantic-comedy, in which a beautiful North Korean spy Myung-Wol (Han Ye-Seul) goes to
South Korea in an attempt to kidnap a popular Korean male entertainer Kang Woo (Eric), had
many scenes filmed at the iconic Marina Bay Sands in Singapore, which is a venue sponsor for
the show.
The production crew and entourage were here from 6 to 16 June, with about 50 hotel rooms
booked for the entire cast and crew. Spy Myung Wol was filmed at various locations within the
property, including the ArtScience Museum at Marina Bay Sands, Sands SkyPark, The Shoppes
at Marina Bay Sands, Event Plaza, hotel suites and lobby.
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“Marina Bay Sands sees working with Victory Productions & Company and The G1
Communications as a way to reach out to people in Korea who have heard about, but not seen
Marina Bay Sands, or even to those who have no knowledge that such an architectural wonder
stands iconic in the Singapore skyline,” said a Marina Bay Sands spokesperson.
“And when the producers showed us the script for a movie starring the biggest names in Korea
who have worldwide appeal, and the broadcaster that the series would be aired on, it was an
opportunity too good to turn down. This is a way for us to show what Marina Bay Sands is about
through the popular media, via the characters living in the premises and enjoying the facilities
that we have to offer.”
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ABOUT MARINA BAY SANDS
Marina Bay Sands is the leading business, leisure and entertainment destination in Asia. It features large and flexible
convention and exhibition facilities, 2,560 hotel rooms and suites, the rooftop Sands SkyPark, the best shopping mall
in Asia, world-class celebrity chef restaurants, a casino, Paiza Club for premium players and an outdoor event plaza.
Its two theaters showcase a range of leading entertainment acts, including the resident performance “The Lion King”.
Completing the line-up of attractions is the ArtScience Museum at Marina Bay Sands which plays host to permanent
and marquee exhibitions. For more information, please visit www.marinabaysands.com.
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